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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/19/2024

Description 2024 Keystone RV Montana 3761FL, $129,976 *MSRP is subject to change by
manufacturer Keystone Montana fifth wheel 3761FL highlights: Bath and a Half
Front Living Area Master Suite Pantry/Buffet Outside Shower Rear Storage ? Life
will be easier at the campground in this fifth wheel with a bath and a half ! The full
rear bathroom has a 48" x 30" fiberglass shower with a seat and skylight above, a
linen closet to keep your towels close, a dual sink vanity for two to get ready at
once, and a barn door to close off the master suite. The bedroom also has a king
bed slide with storage underneath across from a dresser with a 32" Smart TV and
wardrobe, as well as a large closet with stackable washer and dryer prep. The
chef can prepare their best meals with the kitchen island , convection microwave
and 24" range, plus there is a pantry/buffet and a free standing legless dinette to
enjoy your meals at. The front living area will have you feeling right at home with
the front entertainment center that has a telescoping 50" Smart TV, a 5,000 BTU
decorative fireplace heater, and storage on either side. There is also opposing
hide-a-bed sofa slides for extra sleeping spaces and power Thomas Payne
theater seating for even more comfort! ? Enjoy luxury, innovation, and the
outdoors in any one of Montana's finest fifth wheels. Each set the standard with
exceptional features, and exciting factory installed options to provide you a great
home on the road. Keystone's exclusive 12" I-beam chassis with z-frame
technology has been reengineered to be stronger, lighter and built for "the long
haul". A few other construction features you will appreciate include a Road Armor
suspension , 2" thick, dual-layered lauan high gloss fiberglass sidewalls, a
MaxTurn front cap with KeyShield automotive-grade paint, and a fully walkable
roof with an Alpha seamless TPO membrane system. Each feature stylish
interiors with two new decor choices paired with beautiful Manhattan Maple hand-
glazed hardwood cabinetry, vinyl flooring throughout, central vacuum, plus a
Blade Pure airflow system for clean, quite, and cool air!
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 21151678
VIN Number: 35294-21151678
Condition: New
Length: 41
GVW: 16800
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 4

Item address , Johnstown, Colorado, United States
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